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Final Catalog
 Object Identifier 1
 Object Identifier 2
 Position, right accession 
 Position, declination 
 Error of position, right accession 
 Error of position, declination 
 Proper motion in right accession
 Proper motion in declination 
 Error of proper motion in right accession 
 Error of proper motion in declination 
 Parallax
 Error of parallax
 Photometry in band 1
 Error of photometry in band 1
 log g 
 Metallicity 
 External catalog name 
 External catalog number 
Raw Data
 Window Identifier 1
 Window Identifier 2
 Time Count 1
 Time Count 2
 CCD chip X coordinate
 CCD chip Y coordinate
 CCD chip Number
 Window 
 Time Count  1 for the  Parent Window
 Time Count 2 for the Parent Window 
 CCD chip X coordinate for the Parent Window 
 CCD chip Y coordinate for the Parent Window
 CCD chip number for the Parent Window 
House Keeping Data
 Time Count 1
 Time Count 2
 Onboard Time 1
 Onboard Time 2
 Attitud angle 1
 Attitude angle 1 error
Processed Data
 Window Identifier 1
 Window Identifier 2
 Image Identifier 1
 Image Identifier 2
 Object Identifier 1
 Object Identifier 2
 Amplitude of the image 
 Error of the amplitude of the image 
 Background of the image 
 Error of the background of the image 
 Shape parameter 1 of the image 
 Error of the shape parameter of the image 
 FOV identification
 Preliminary position, right accession
 Preliminary position, declination 
 Position along the Great Circle 
 Error of the position along the Great Circle 
 Reference Great Circle Number 
 Sphere Reconstruction position, right accession
 Sphere Reconstruction position, declination 
 Error of the Sphere Reconstruction position, right accession 
 Error of the Sphere Reconstruction position, declination 
 Sphere Reconstruction Reference Great Circle 
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Ri = {SELECT ; {S1, S2, ..., . . . , Sj, . . . }; S1 ∈ {D1}, S3 ∈ {D3}}.
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S1 ∈ [D11, D21]
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R1 = {SELECT ; Sj; } gDsR9$.PﬁNp.!6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(tr + tcheck) = Nj (tr + tcheck),
S9$.!6ﬀ.
tcheck
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f(R2) = 2 C log2 Nj +
∑
i=1,M
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 {SELECT ; WID, TC, CI, W ; WID ∈ {WIDi}} IID → WID, IID → PRG

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 {SELECT ; HK, IID, TC, CI; IID ∈ {IIDi}, HK ∈ {HKi}} PRC → IID, PRC → PRG
























 {SELECT ; IID, PRC; IID ∈ {IIDi}} OID → IID, OID → PRG





















 {SELECT ; IID, TC, CI, IPS; IID ∈ {IIDi}} GCC → IID, GCC → PRG


















 {SELECT ; OID, GCC; } COO → OID, COO → PRG













































 {SELECT ; OID, COO, TC; } OID2 → OID, OID2 → PRG
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Ci = max{Qi, Tij|j ∈ {ni}}+ Ji






























log f = Af0 + A
f
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log flocal = (−4.43± 0.29) + (1.52± 0.69) exp((−1.00± 0.00) logM/N),






log f = Af0 ,
@A,L3C1694a.1@E4H2
log f = Af0
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f select(Mi) = fi Mi
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(fN + tN1) M1 (f2 + tN2) M2 · · · fN MN
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j=1,i6=j Mj = M
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i 1/(fij + ti)
tj =
M∑
i 1/(fij + ti)
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insert result to 
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local test remote test data insert
send command execute request
at the local node
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nK0325,F3ORD2HCi;=<?C:2a4H;MCJ>38 nK0325C:2a8:L;M,38J2Q.:@AOp2fgi@E.:0>3@E8:L2HCJ8:@A;=,s38:2a4
1 (8.6± 3.0) 10−4
10 (9.95± 5.64) 10−4
102 (6.35± 10.30) 10−3
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C:2H4a;MC:>G8 8:2a4 8J2H4 8:2H4 8J2H4
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104 − 1 m
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1 (1.40± 0.58) 10−2 (0.10± 0.01) 10−2
10 (9.99± 2.12) 10−2 (0.26± 0.59) 10−2
102 (97.75± 11.31) 10−2 (0.60± 0.58) 10−2
103 9.75± 0.94 (4.19± 0.94) 10−2
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107 − 1 m






















































































1 (3.3± 1.7) 10−2 (8.9 ± 26.6) 10−2 (8.1± 25.1) 10−2 (8.7± 22.8) 10−2 (7.2 ± 20.7) 10−2 (8.5± 16.5) 10−2 (7.8± 15.7) 10−2 (10.2 ± 14.4) 10−2 (10.4± 13.0) 10−2
10 (10.1 ± 0.8) 10−2 (7.8± 3.7) 10−2 (8.2 ± 4.1) 10−2 (5.8± 3.5) 10−2 (5.4± 4.1) 10−2 (8.0 ± 5.4) 10−2 (16.8± 6.2) 10−2 (9.7 ± 6.5) 10−2 (11.3 ± 5.6) 10−2
102 (56.3 ± 0.8) 10−2 (34.9 ± 6.0) 10−2 (31.6± 3.8) 10−2 (25.1 ± 3.6) 10−2 (17.7 ± 4.0) 10−2 (23.1± 7.6) 10−2 (26.3± 8.5) 10−2 (31.3± 8.0) 10−2 (23.0 ± 5.8) 10−2
103 3.2± 1.2 2.1± 0.6 2.0± 0.4 2.0± 0.3 1.9± 0.3 1.6± 0.2 1.6± 0.2 1.5± 0.2 1.4± 0.1
104 41.0± 9.7 31.7 ± 6.1 27.5± 4.3 24.3± 4.4 21.3± 3.9 20.3± 3.6 21.2± 3.7 21.8± 3.5 27.5± 3.4
105 330.4± 18.6 233.6 ± 18.3 183.3 ± 12.3 158.7± 10.6 137.0± 13.4 128.2 ± 15.8 125.3± 13.4 126.1 ± 12.7 135.4± 8.8
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1518800 1533400 −429.92 ± 46.75 30.00± 3.06 −251.02 ± 44.74 18.14 ± 2.93 0.60
1533500 1573800 12.02 ± 4.81 1.16± 0.31 −39.94 ± 7.47 4.32± 0.48 3.71
1580000 1777900 19.47 ± 0.91 0.78± 0.05 −32.50 ± 1.19 3.90± 0.07 5.01
1902500 1914200 −9.08± 26.57 1.47± 1.39 −96.97± 65.90 5.87± 3.45 3.98
1962700 2006100 −7.84± 5.50 1.40± 0.28 −22.92 ± 8.80 2.44± 0.44 1.75
2006200 2398900 −0.02± 0.21 1.00± 0.01 0.74± 0.38 1.26± 0.02 1.26
2399000 2463300 −2.79± 3.59 1.11± 0.15 −15.97 ± 6.78 1.95± 0.28 1.75
2470700 2498300 −7.98± 13.78 1.32± 0.55 −7.82± 29.85 1.10± 1.20 0.83
2524400 2539000 −24.89± 22.93 1.96± 0.91 −38.77± 80.97 2.32± 3.20 1.18
2617700 2627900 −9.71± 43.08 1.35± 1.64 −40.86± 160.84 2.35± 6.13 1.75
2628000 2814400 −5.12± 0.61 1.16± 0.02 1.47± 2.00 0.73± 0.07 0.62
2860900 3491600 −0.16± 0.19 1.01± 0.01 −0.04± 0.36 1.30± 0.01 1.29
3491700 3827400 16.16 ± 0.52 0.55± 0.01 −2.45± 1.51 0.84± 0.04 1.54
3848200 3907000 −194.33 ± 8.43 6.02± 0.22 2.61± 26.75 1.22± 0.69 0.20
3907100 3922200 2.39± 181.26 1.71± 4.63 −1026.47 ± 146.90 27.53 ± 3.75 16.12
3925800 3940000 −3859.58 ± 277.39 99.77± 7.05 −1465.58 ± 359.61 38.93 ± 9.14 0.39
3979800 3993200 −181.83± 220.03 6.34± 5.52 −187.16± 201.11 5.48± 5.04 0.87
4050400 4062500 −1118.76 ± 120.50 28.58± 2.97 −224.41± 228.69 6.33± 5.64 0.22
4536400 4555300 5.11± 32.64 0.86± 0.72 −102.01± 176.44 3.06± 3.88 3.54
4555400 4583000 −46.80± 61.78 2.03± 1.35 −95.75± 93.89 2.88± 2.05 1.42
4656700 4691000 −428.84± 110.20 10.93± 2.36 22.52 ± 68.92 0.29± 1.47 0.03
4693800 4705600 −5076.67 ± 425.27 109.76 ± 9.05 −57.22± 355.61 1.99± 7.57 0.02
4706400 4717100 −5122.60 ± 522.08 110.45 ± 11.08 −305.69± 418.27 7.27± 8.88 0.07
4815600 4831700 −78.93± 42.88 2.65± 0.89 −380.79± 223.06 8.69± 4.62 3.28
4831900 4846300 −65.09± 54.79 2.36± 1.13 −5121.38 ± 625.26 106.70 ± 12.92 45.23
4877800 4890100 −504.28 ± 93.73 11.30± 1.92 −4595.28 ± 747.47 94.94± 15.30 8.40
4977300 4990700 −13.11± 56.91 1.24± 1.14 −1031.53 ± 291.89 21.89 ± 5.86 17.71
5008600 5078500 −2.20± 5.15 1.02± 0.10 −248.26 ± 24.01 6.18± 0.48 6.08
5082300 5116900 −16.15± 15.07 1.29± 0.30 −3.41± 83.59 0.84± 1.64 0.65
5122000 5171600 −18.69± 9.04 1.34± 0.18 0.62± 48.31 0.77± 0.94 0.58
5171700 5567100 −13.87± 0.75 1.24± 0.01 −4.43± 2.35 0.86± 0.04 0.70
5567200 5603300 −1590.28 ± 90.10 29.93± 1.61 −131.40 ± 93.38 3.13± 1.67 0.10
5685100 5714800 −435.22± 139.13 9.30± 2.44 24.89± 123.42 0.35± 2.17 0.04
5822800 5846200 −183.58 ± 63.95 4.17± 1.10 −39.27± 190.66 1.46± 3.27 0.35
5880400 5896800 50.62± 318.62 0.65± 5.41 −2897.68 ± 558.36 50.76 ± 9.48 78.38
5896900 5943700 21.94± 38.54 1.13± 0.65 −914.07 ± 99.10 17.27 ± 1.67 15.32
5951200 5964500 −9.42± 209.79 1.66± 3.52 −542.07± 303.76 10.60 ± 5.10 6.40
5986500 6002700 −595.22± 229.05 11.55± 3.82 −56.93± 230.10 2.88± 3.84 0.25
6005000 6015400 51.67± 748.34 0.76± 12.45 −20.88± 676.02 2.27± 11.25 2.97
6126700 6155500 −14.98 ± 121.29 1.30± 1.98 −264.98± 189.38 6.18± 3.08 4.75
6185400 6214400 −133.48± 124.24 3.39± 2.00 −1364.96 ± 146.83 23.89 ± 2.37 7.06
6240700 6264600 −226.06 ± 93.06 4.86± 1.49 19.73± 216.30 1.61± 3.46 0.33
6264700 6278200 −1433.58 ± 323.27 24.11± 5.15 −747.60± 489.28 13.87 ± 7.80 0.58
6278300 6294400 −285.68± 233.31 5.81± 3.71 −712.74± 311.17 13.29 ± 4.95 2.29
6311000 6341600 −258.31 ± 70.55 5.34± 1.12 82.30± 148.18 0.02± 2.34 0.00
6381600 6399000 −447.24± 164.28 8.41± 2.57 −152.63± 212.77 3.95± 3.33 0.47
6399100 6435100 17.84± 25.89 0.74± 0.40 −276.90 ± 68.88 5.88± 1.07 7.99
6493400 6508700 −7032.55 ± 615.06 109.70 ± 9.46 −320.82± 282.82 6.54± 4.35 0.06
6540300 6558400 −285.45± 246.24 6.02± 3.76 26.74± 259.31 0.87± 3.96 0.14
6652400 6674100 −723.64± 205.37 11.89± 3.08 −653.19± 171.06 11.75 ± 2.57 0.99
6753100 6770900 −1111.43 ± 151.52 17.45± 2.24 −876.27± 394.44 14.24 ± 5.83 0.82
6779800 6798300 44.75± 122.55 0.37± 1.81 −306.73± 316.82 5.81± 4.67 15.54
6820600 6840200 −89.07± 55.96 2.28± 0.82 −108.21± 245.28 2.85± 3.59 1.25
6849300 6866000 −321.99± 172.64 5.73± 2.52 −64.23± 428.10 1.74± 6.24 0.30
6936600 6949500 −3099.84 ± 553.72 45.66± 7.98 −1378.68 ± 653.91 20.64 ± 9.42 0.45
7197800 7212900 −219.73± 144.66 4.09± 2.01 −600.89± 555.33 9.14± 7.71 2.23
7442900 7457200 −3254.86 ± 743.41 45.11± 9.98 −430.03± 588.04 6.79± 7.89 0.15
7668100 7738000 −23.55± 15.03 1.35± 0.20 −506.64 ± 61.24 7.60± 0.79 5.64
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"!I=AFM. Hv>	$&Cc,/BŁCﬃ$96&,NC<1 !5=/F 1
size(Table)
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ﬂﬃ !#"$ !% &% '% (!% (%)+*,.-/10.,2-23
1 (9.2± 7.8) 10−2 (7.5± 0.2) 10−2 (7.9± 0.5) 10−2 (8.0± 0.7) 10−2 (7.9± 0.6) 10−2
10 (7.4± 0.2) 10−2 (7.5± 0.2) 10−2 (7.9± 0.2) 10−2 (8.0± 0.2) 10−2 (7.9± 0.2) 10−2
102 (7.7± 0.2) 10−2 (7.8± 0.2) 10−2 (8.1± 0.2) 10−2 (8.2± 0.2) 10−2 (8.1± 0.2) 10−2
103 (10.2± 0.2) 10−2 (10.5± 0.2) 10−2 (11.0± 0.2) 10−2 (11.3± 0.2) 10−2 (11.0± 0.2) 10−2
104 (36.1± 0.4) 10−2 (37.2± 0.2) 10−2 (39.6± 0.3) 10−2 (41.2± 0.3) 10−2 (40.0± 0.1) 10−2
105 2.95± 0.01 3.04± 0.03 3.16± 0.05 3.37± 0.01 3.45± 0.09
b =/> 0"$ -*T 
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bcﬂK$f1 $9DE$9F 1 $9F 6&$O,/BŁﬀ%ﬂ $Rb5z - ,NFﬀﬃﬂ $Qﬀ8=/>K0"$&! ﬃ !ﬃ  &$4T
46587:9<;>=?'@ ACBEDGFIHJ ACBEDGFIHLK
= ;NMN?O= P8Q
A0 ± σA0 A1 ± σA1 A0 ± σA0 A1 ± σA1
1 (8.67 ± 0.09) 10−2 (−0.05 ± 0.07) 10−2 (8.72 ± 0.82) 10−2 (−0.05 ± 0.06) 10−2
10 (7.24 ± 0.09) 10−2 (0.04 ± 0.01) 10−2 (7.28 ± 0.12) 10−2 (0.03 ± 0.01) 10−2
102 (7.48 ± 0.07) 10−2 (0.04 ± 0.01) 10−2 (7.53 ± 0.12) 10−2 (0.03 ± 0.01) 10−2
103 (9.99 ± 0.10) 10−2 (0.07 ± 0.01) 10−2 (10.11 ± 0.21) 10−2 (0.05 ± 0.02) 10−2
104 (34.78 ± 0.22) 10−2 (0.33 ± 0.02) 10−2 (35.29 ± 0.65) 10−2 (0.26 ± 0.05) 10−2
105 2.83± 0.03 (2.57 ± 0.25) 10−2 2.80 ± 0.06 (3.06 ± 0.50) 10−2
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bcﬂ $R1 $9DE$9F 1 $&FK6&$7,4B ﬀﬃﬂ $Rb5z - ,NFnﬀﬃﬂ $Qﬀ8=/> 0ﬁ$&! ﬃ!ﬃ 9$/T
4587 9;>=?'@ MN? ; M>B ; D Q?'@ﬀDGF ; H	
= ;NMN?O= P8Q
A0 ± σA0 A1 ± σA1
1 (2.80 ± 0.35) 10−2 (0.2 ± 0.8) 10−5
10 (8.70 ± 1.73) 10−2 (−6.2± 3.9) 10−5
102 (51.32 ± 11.22) 10−2 (−25.7 ± 25.1) 10−5
103 2.94 ± 0.12 (13.4 ± 25.8) 10−5
104 26.09 ± 0.23 (52.5 ± 50.6) 10−5
105 254.14 ± 1.26 (1.03 ± 0.28) 10−2
106 2546.17 ± 19.48 (43.40 ± 4.37) 10−2
bcﬂ $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bcﬂ $Rb5z - ()=/!Ir ﬀ<ﬀ%$&1"Fnﬀﬃﬂ $QBJ,NCﬃH
TCF (Nrec, size(Table)) = A0 + A1 size(Table),
(Iﬂ $9Cﬃ$
Nrec
"!I=AFM. Hv>	$&Cc,/BŁCﬃ$96&,NC<1 !5=/F 1
size(Table)
































































































































1 (3.66 ± 0.02) 10−2 (3.23 ± 0.40) 10−2 (2.83 ± 1.11) 10−2 (1.98 ± 1.00) 10−2 (2.77 ± 0.98) 10−2 (0.79 ± 0.31) 10−2 (1.91 ± 1.24) 10−2 (3.54 ± 1.10) 10−2
10 (12.66 ± 0.01) 10−2 (11.87 ± 0.61) 10−2 (9.83 ± 3.11) 10−2 (5.31 ± 3.54) 10−2 (2.85 ± 1.38) 10−2 (2.36 ± 1.07) 10−2 (3.14 ± 1.73) 10−2 (4.07 ± 2.00) 10−2
102 (90.30 ± 14.20) 10−2 (60.10 ± 29.08) 10−2 (32.82 ± 15.83) 10−2 (49.86 ± 43.27) 10−2 (22.05 ± 90.21) 10−2 (29.05 ± 12.80) 10−2 (21.99 ± 0.94) 10−2 (36.10 ± 0.88) 10−2
103 3.38 ± 1.09 2.82 ± 0.87 2.94 ± 0.57 2.62 ± 0.55 2.95 ± 0.58 2.69 ± 0.52 3.05 ± 0.46 3.07 ± 0.52
104 26.01 ± 3.14 26.54 ± 4.18 26.17 ± 3.66 25.32 ± 3.93 26.26 ± 2.59 25.30 ± 3.36 26.91 ± 4.36 26.37 ± 5.65
105 253.10 ± 9.31 253.10 ± 5.00 256.90 ± 6.31 255.00 ± 6.46 257.30 ± 4.17 255.30 ± 5.73 255.20 ± 6.67 267.00 ± 6.18
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MAX ∈ [1, 10, 102, 103, 104, 105] T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(f + t)ij
ﬂﬃ !#"$ (( ( ('
1 (1.302± 2.284) 10−3 (8.523± 10.390) 10−2 (1.402± 4.201)
10 (1.201± 0.624) 10−4 (1.736± 0.994) 10−4 (1.911± 1.311) 10−2
102 (5.228± 0.721) 10−5 (1.077± 0.110) 10−2 (1.088± 0.124) 10−2
103 (4.409± 0.095) 10−5 (1.010± 0.012) 10−2 (1.011± 0.001) 10−2
104 (4.278± 0.200) 10−5 (1.040± 0.083) 10−2 (1.027± 0.005) 10−2
105 (4.113± 0.006) 10−5 (1.017± 0.009) 10−2 (1.015± 0.005) 10−2
106 (4.088± 0.016) 10−5 (1.018± 0.001) 10−2 (1.018± 0.001) 10−2
 ( ! >
1 (6.791± 5.906) 10−2 (2.445± 5.030) 10−2 (9.693± 13.600) 10−2
10 (1.589± 0.586) 10−2 (2.476± 5.021) 10−3 (1.939± 1.336) 10−2
102 (1.061± 0.055) 10−2 (1.784± 3.622) 10−4 (1.087± 0.139) 10−2
103 (1.006± 0.005) 10−2 (5.661± 3.678) 10−5 (1.151± 0.321) 10−2
104 (1.002± 0.001) 10−2 (4.047± 0.283) 10−5 (1.019± 0.039) 10−2
105 (1.019± 0.009) 10−2 (4.057± 0.036) 10−5 (1.019± 0.004) 10−2
106 (1.047± 0.018) 10−2 (3.832± 0.017) 10−5 (1.059± 0.001) 10−2
(  !
1 (6.795± 6.260) 10−2 (6.794± 6.263) 10−2 (5.702± 0.560) 10−4
10 (1.579± 0.627) 10−2 (1.578± 0.627) 10−2 (2.476± 5.323) 10−3
102 (1.058± 0.060) 10−2 (1.066± 0.081) 10−2 (2.809± 5.139) 10−4
103 (1.008± 0.011) 10−2 (1.008± 0.008) 10−2 (6.652± 5.227) 10−5
104 (1.003± 0.002) 10−2 (1.019± 0.037) 10−2 (4.174± 0.593) 10−5
105 (1.019± 0.007) 10−2 (1.018± 0.004) 10−2 (4.234± 0.048) 10−5
106 (1.014± 0.002) 10−2 (1.017± 0.004) 10−2 (5.486± 0.003) 10−5
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Cﬃ$96&,NC<1 ! !<$&6 !ﬃ$96
1 (5.78± 0.20) 10−4 (4.27± 2.91) 10−1
10 (1.87± 2.98) 10−3 (4.14± 2.35) 10−1
102 (6.74± 0.50) 10−3 (4.16± 2.29) 10−1
103 (9.81± 1.32) 10−2 (5.53± 2.55) 10−1
104 1.07± 0.02 (7.96± 3.00) 10−1
105 10.84± 0.10 2.72± 0.24
106 107.80± 0.53 14.52± 7.46
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